Press Release
Qnovo Extends Qualcomm Quick Charge 3.0 Battery Lifetime
Innovative Adaptive Charging Enables a Complete Solution
For Fast Charging Mobile Devices
Hong Kong, Sept. 15, 2015 – Qualcomm 3G/LTE Summit – Qnovo, the leading innovator of
software to enhance battery performance, today announced that its QNS adaptive charging
software fully supports Qualcomm’s Quick Charge 3.0. With Qnovo QNS software included on
Qualcomm Quick Charge 3.0 compatible smartphones, mobile device manufacturers can now
deliver a battery experience without compromise. Now smartphones can last two days on a full
charge, power an entire day on a 20 -minute fast charge and still maintain a two year battery
lifetime with an ultra-thin phone design that consumers demand.
Fast charging is a popular consumer feature which allows rapid recovery from a low battery or
when a user forgets to charge. Additionally, consumer’s daily use of their devices is increasing,
which potentially leads to premature battery wearout. With Qnovo QNS adaptive charging
software, battery aging is slowed to make the cell last longer – even while fast charging.
“Qnovo has a unique solution to age old battery tradeoffs,” said Alex Katouzian, senior vice
president of product management at Qualcomm. “With Qnovo, the consumer gets fast charging
and longer battery lifetime, the best of both worlds.”
Qnovo’s QNS solution interoperates with Qualcomm’s power management chip (PMIC) to
manage the battery charging process in real-time. QNS software runs on the Qualcomm
Snapdragon processor and dynamically measures and modifies how the battery is charged in
order to reduce charge time and prolong battery lifetime.
“With Quick Charge 3.0, it’s now possible to charge significantly faster,” said Nadim Maluf, CEO
of Qnovo. “With Qnovo QNS, we greatly extend the life of the battery.”
Availability
Qnovo QNS software is available now for all Qualcomm Quick Charge 2.0 and 3.0 compatible
platforms.
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About Qnovo
Qnovo is reinventing one of the most basic foundations of mobility – the battery and how it is
charged. Qnovo develops innovative and patented charging algorithms that improve battery
performance. By augmenting battery chemistry with software, Qnovo adaptive charging
produces tangible consumer benefits – faster charging, increased daily runtime and longer
battery lifetime. Qnovo technology is applicable to any battery-powered application that benefits
from faster charging or extended battery lifetime.

